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IN'l'ROl)UGl'ION 

I
n Thr //bsmree, Edgeworth cries to create Ireland as a nation as an imagined 
community both in terms of its own internal relationships and in relation to 

Britain. Her project is ultimately unsuccessful, and the novd is riven with con
tradicrory elements. These may be rdated to the anomalies and contradictions 
in Edgeworch's own situation and the historical context of her Irish worb. 
Ultimately, the project of the creation of a fictional imagined community and 
the fictional resolution of the problem of abs<::ntee landlord ism founder on the 
historical contradictions and anomalies that the novel tries to ignore, as wdl as 
the t<::nsions between the various generic modes which Edgeworth employs. 

As a member of the Protestant Ascendancy, Edgeworth is in an anomalous 
position in relation co both Ireland and England and their populations. Irish by 
nationality and by virtue of their historical connection with the country, the 
m<::mbcrs of the Prot<::stanc Ascendancy wcre noncthelcss s<::paraced from the 
majority of the Irish population by social class, religion, and, often, languag<:: as 
well. Linked co the English gentry by religion and a shared belic.:f in 
Enlightenment values, they were not fully accepted as an inte1?;ral pare of the 
English class system. In addition, the position of an Irish or Anglo-Irish author 
writing about Irish themes for an English audience made Edgeworch's situa
tion ev<::n more problematic. Edgeworth is using Irish subject matter in works 
published in London by English publishers primarily for an English audience. 
All her Irish works were published first in London and two of them, l•.'111111i and 
Thi' llbsntln:, were published in her 'litles of Fashirmablf /,ifi' in 1809 and 1812 
respectively. This has the obvious effect of downplaying the Irish contents and 
themes of the works, perhaps in ordcr co avoid alienating her English audi
ence.! Even now, the debate as co whether Edgcworch should be seen as part 
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of the Irish or the Anglo-Irish cradition continues: Jeffares, Moynahan, and 
Sloan see her as part of the:: Anglo-Irish tradition, while Calahan and Deane 
locate her within the Irish one.' '/'ftt' !lbsn11n1 mocks Lady Clonl>rony's clumsy 
and ill-fated attempts co 'pass' as English, hut her intermediate location 
be::cween England and Ireland can he seen as a comic rcfkction of Edgeworrh's 
own situation. 

If Edgeworrh's position as a me::mber of the Protestant Ascendancy was 
inht:rently anomalous, the Act of Union, which came into t:ffect in 1801, made 
the Ascendancy's situation explicitly contradicrory in terms of law and gov
ernment. After the Act of Union, Ireland was legally part of Great Britain, that 
is, part of the imperial main, although, in other respects, the country was in a 
colonial situation vis-a-vis the imperial entity: As Geraldine Friedman says, the 
position of Ireland after the Act of Union was that of 'an internal colony'.' 
Quoting Oliver MacDonagh, Daniel Hack describes the position of the 
Protestant Ascendancy after che Act of Union as that of people who were 
"'domestically . . .  overlords, but externally . . .  dependents" in their reh1tion to 

the English ruling class'.'' Although Maria Edgeworth, like her father, was in 
favour of the Union, a character in their J,;.l'.l'a_11 011 Irish /Ju/I.I', Phelim O'Mooney, 
criticises its illogicality. He observes that "'there was something very like a 
bull, in professing to make a complete identification of the two kingdoms, 
whilst, at the same time, certain regulations continued in full force to divide 
the countries by arc, even more than the British Channel does by nature"'.7 

The;; anomalies and contradictions of post-Union relations between Ireland 
and Britain and of Edgeworrh's position as a member of the Protestant 
Ascendancy and an Anglo-Irish author writing for an English audience find a 
parallel in the three types of textual contradiction in 'l'ft,, Absmlt't'. Firstly, the 
novel has pretensions to realism, but in fact elides historical realities and dif
ferences. Secondly, it attempts to transcend negative stereotypes of Ireland 
while failing to escape the oriencalising attitude that privileges the metropol
itan viewpoint and Standard English as its means of expression. Thirdly, it is 
structured by the incompatible modes <Jf the travelogue and of allegory and 
romance. 

'f'ft,i Absmtt't' claims co offer accurate reporting of conditions in Ireland, and 
yet at the same time it elides three elements of the real-life Irish situation 
after the Union. These are the religious, linguistic, and related social and 
national differences among the Irish as a people, the 1798 rebellion and the 
British military response to it, and the decline of the city of Dublin after the 
Union. Secondly, the book shows a self-conscious negotiation with negative 
images and stereotype::s of Ireland and the Irish and with previous well-known 
textual representations of Ireland. Yet Edgeworth herself is unable to tran
scend some of these stereotypes. This i!> probably because the Irish nation as 
imagined community in the novel is characterised by the contradictions of the 
orientalising perspective described by Edward Said as typical of the attitude 
of the coloniser (or the inhabitant of the imperial power) towards the 
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colonised. This perspective privileges Standard English as the metropolitan 
mode of linguistic expression and the bearer of the moral values of the post
Enlightenment English gentry, thus ddining Ireland, its pcopl,e, and its lan
guage as deviations from the accepted norm of civilisation. Finally, in generic 
terms, the travelogue form of those sections of rhe novel sec in I rcland sits 
uneasily with the structures of allegory and romance to which Edgeworth 
resorts to resolve the contradictions of the text. 

The source of these contradictions in The Ab.rmte,, lies in Maria Edgeworth\ 
project of trying to create Ireland as a nation as an imagined community and, 
more specifically, of trying to find a solution co the problc.:m of Irish (and 
English) absentee landlordism. The:: nation as imagined community is envis
aged as existing both within Ireland and in the relation between Ireland and 
Britain. If these two versions of the national community are successfully imag
ined, the anomalies of Edgeworch's own position in relation to both Ireland 
and Britain can be resolved. Benedict Anderson defines the nation as 'an imag
ined political community', further specifying that it is 'imagined as both inher
ently limited and sovereign'." He explains that the nation as a community is 
imagined since its members will never know, meet, or hear of most of their fel
low citizens, and yet the community exists as an image in their minds. He adds 
that he has used the word, 'imagined', to stress the significance of the style in 
which nations are imagined as communities, rather than the issue of their fal
sity or genuineness. In relation to the words, 'community' and 'sovereign', 
Anderson argues that 'regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that 
may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep horizontal com
radeship' embodied in a sovereign state that guarantees religious and other 
freedoms to its members.'' All of these definitions are of obvious relevance to 
what Edgeworth is crying to do in The Absentf'e, and all reveal particular dimen
sions of the problems she faces. The community she imagines glosses over not 
only the inequality and exploitation existing in Ireland, but also the facts of 
religious, linguistic, and class differences. It also completely occlludes the most 
inconvenient historical realities of all, the facts that, in 1812, Ireland did not 
exist as a separate independent sovereign state, and that religious and other 
freedoms were not guaranteed. 

The imagined community Edgeworth creates involves, in Ireland, the rein
sertion of rhe Irish aristocracy (the Clonbrony family) into the fabric of Irish 
society, and the creation of a healthy and balanced relationship between 
landowner, agent, and tenants, as well as between the landowner as husband 
and his wife. In the context of Ireland and Britain, the imagined community 
requires of both English and Irish gentry that they reside on their estates. The 
Irish aristocracy is required tO recognise that their major responsibility is to 
their Irish tenants and consequently chat they should return co Jn�land. The 
English gentry coo, should return to their country estates rather than bank
rupting themselves in London, as the case of Sir John Berry!, which exactly 
parallels that of Lord Clonbrony, attests. Edgcworth's narrator makes the point 
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explicitly, not to say clumsily, by calling Sir John an absentee, even though, as 
the narrator says, the width of the Irish Channel does not flow between him 
and his estate (p . .54). In both cases, moreover, it is the wives' extravagance 
and frivolity and the husbands' weakness which are seen to be at the root of 
the problem. 

Unfortunately, however, these projects of the creation of Ireland as a nation 
as an imagined community and the real situation of Ireland as an internal 
colony of Great Britain are mutually incompatible, in intellectual, cul rural, aes
thetic, and political terms. The only way in which Edgeworth can create these 
fictional imagined communities is to rewrite history, occluding or eliding both 
actual historical events and differences of various kinds between social groups. 
Consequently, she returns to an orientalising perspective that reinforces rather 
than displaces the negative stereotyping of Ireland and the Irish that she is 
attempring to overcome. Similarly, since the creation of the imagined commu
nities is impossible within the realist context of the travel narrative mode, the 
novel's ending reasserts the structures of allegory and romance through the 
figures of the marital union of individuals rather than the polit.ical Union of 
countries. 

What follows will examine some of the most important historical omissions 
and transformations of The Absefllel', before looking briefly at the contradictions 
and discrepancies of the novel's representation of Irishness, notably its self 
conscious examination of issues of stereotyping and representation. These are 
most clearly seen in the narration of Lord Colambre's journey co Ireland and 
the interrogation of stereotypes and of previous textual representations of 
lrishness. Edgeworth attempts to resolve the problems the novel raises 
through the allegory of the unifying and succes�fol marriage, ,1nd through the 
return of the reformed and reforming landlord to his long-neglected estates. 
However, Edgeworth's text undermines its own criticism of the absentee land
lord phenomenon through its historical omissions and transformations, the 
reinscription of stereotypes, and the allegorically apt bur improbable ending. 
Since Edgeworth is never able to question the system of landowning as a 
whole, she is unable to offer any solutions to its inherent injustEces."' 

REWRITING HISTORY: OMISSIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS 

While purporting to be at least partially a realistic account of the contempo
rary situation in lreland,11 The Absentee actually omits or transforms certain key 
historical events or factors. Some examples of omissions are the 1798 and 1803 
rebellions and the subsequent presence of a large English military force in 
Ireland, and the death of 40,000 people in the famine of 1801. Gonversely, the 
work offers a very different account of the effects of the Act of Union on life 
in Dublin and on absentee landlordism than those offered by most historians 
and literary critics. Mnally, the differences in language and religion between 
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landowners and tenants are glossed over with barely a word, although they are 
indicated in the subtext of allusions in the narrative. 

In 'J'fte !lbselllel', neither the 1798 nor the 1803 rebellion is mentioned.'! 
Neither is che fact that, after 1792, an English military force which was signif 
icantly larger than before was present in lreland, with a mission tO maintain 
law and order. In The !lbsmttr', the English military presence in Ireland is both 
marginalised and allegorised. Negativc::ly, it is represented in the satire of the 
boorish and ignorant Major Benson and Captain Williamson, and the wealthy 
but futile Colonel Heathcock. These negative figures are opposed co Lord 
Colambre, to Sir James Brooke, and to the eccentric but erudite antiquarian, 
Count O'Hallornn. Lord Colambre thinks of joining the army at one point in 
tlie text, Sir James is described as 'an officer'on his first appearance in the text, 
although his military position is barely mentioned thereafter, and Count 
O'Halloran has served in the Austrian army. All three offer positive images of 
what a soldier might be or has been compared to the ludicrous Benson and 
Williamson and the worse than ludicrous Heathcock. But these positive figures 
are significant in relation to the moral pattern of the novel rather than the 
political or military situation in lreland.1

·' 

Similarly, the novel runs directly counter to the generally accepted inter
pretation of the effects of the Act of Union on social life in Dublin and on the 
phenomenon of absentee landlord ism. Edgeworth's novel offers a nuanced pic
ture of initial vulgarisation but eventual beneficial change in Dublin, through 
the commentary of Sir James Brooke, whereas the view of most historians 
seems to suggest the decline of the city from a colonial capital to a provincial 
backwater. In the novel, Sir James says that the changes brought about by the 
Act of Union 'were productive of eventual benefit' in Dublin even though at 
first they seemed to mean the loss of 'the decorum, elegance, polish, and 
charm of society' (p. 83). Sir James describes the benefits of the Union ar 
some length. He explains that while at first it led to thc dominance of Dublin 
society by 11ouvfftm riche 'barbarians', after a relatively short time most of these 
were compelled to give way to a new society. This was 'composed of a most 
agreeable and salutary mixture of birth and education, gent iii ty and knowl
edge, manner and matter' among 'the higher orders'; chat is, upper-class 
Dublin society is imagined in the form of an English-style merirocracy of the 
gentry. On the other hand, the middle class and tradesmen arc described as 
bcing divided int0 two groups, the honest and the dishonest, the latter 
embodied in the characters of Anastasia Raffarty and her husband (pp. 83-5). 
This presents the Union in a generally positive light, despite what Lord 
Colambre sees at Anastasia Raffarty's house at 'Jusculum and despite the story 
he remembers his mother celling about the grocer's wife at the reception in 
Dublin Castle. Moreover, Sir James adds that many former Irish absentees 
returned home after the Union, improved by 'a new stock of ideas, and some 
caste for science and literatun::' which are necessary in pol:ite society in 
London if not in Ireland. As McCormack notes, .Sir James's view of the city 
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contradicts both the critical view of post-Union Dublin cxpn.:ssed in An 
lnterffptetl l.t:tter and the reader's perception of Mrs Raff arty and her friends in 
Edgeworch's novd.1•1 The imagined community of upper-class manners com
bined with upwardly mobile good sense, however, is evokcd only through Sir 
James's description. 

In contrast co the positive vision of Edgeworth'� novel, historical accounts 
of Dublin in the period after the Ace of Union gencrnlly talk about thc 1.kcline 
of the city. This is usually seen as a result of several factors, one of them being 
that, once the Irish parliament was removed, many landowners who were part 
of it removed co London to take up their seats there.Ii Conversely, in 1nt' 
J/bsm/1'1', the ending suggests that not only is Lore.I Clonbrony's family return
ing to their estates in Ireland, but that, in the words of Larry Brady, which 
close the novel: 'it's growing the fashion not to be an Absentee'(µ. 266). As 
more than one critic has noticed, this is clearly wishful thinking on 
Edgeworth's pare as well as Larry's.'" 

Thirdly, both the Catholic religion anc.1 the Irish language are marginalised 
to such a point char they arc barely existent in the work at all. There is not the 
slightest acknowledgement of the face chat these differences of language and 
religion between landowners and tenantry, in addition to the economic differ
ence, constituted the main elements of the problematic rclacionship b�tween 
them. There are only two brief, and idealising, references co religion in the 
work. When Lord Colambre is visiting those estates of his father's managed by 
the good agent, Burke, he finds chat Protestant and Catholic children attend 
the same school, and that both the Protestant and the Catholic priests co
operate with Burke in his management of the estate and its people (p. 133). 
Interestingly enough, in Emmi, there is a similar school, also attended by both 
Protestant and Catholic children. This time, however, McLeod, t•:mmi's equiv
alent of Burke, prefaces his description by telling Glen thorn that 'Religion ... 
is the great difficulty in Ireland'. The topic is not taken up, but the difficulty 
is at least registered.11 

As with religion, so with language. In The !lbsmte,t as in Castle Rnd:rellt, 
Edgeworth is alive to rhe different types of usage of English by Irish speakers. 
However, nowhere in 'l'!t,: !lbsn1tt•t is there any acknowledgement of the fact 
that many of Lord Clonbrony':, tenants, if nor the agents or the landlord him
self, would probably be bilingual (speakiAg both Irish and English), if not 
monolingual speakers of Irish.'" As regards the different usage of English by 
Irish speakers, although the narrator is clearly critical of Lady Dash fort's mock
ery of the Irish brogue she likes co mimic, Standard English is ithe norm, and 
divergences from it are seen as deviations to be explained.''' The fact that 
Larry Brady is given the task of ending the novel by describing the Clonbronys' 
triumphant return to their estates can surely be explained more as a matter of 
narrative tact than as an endorsement of a non-standard form of the language. 
The moral centres of the work are provided by Lord Colambre and Grace 
Nugent, both of whom speak impeccable Standard English. Monil rectitude is 
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embodied in correct grammar and pronunciacion.w By contrast, agnin, in l•."mmi, 
the existence of the Irish language is mentioned once, when Glt:nchorn first 
meets Ellinor, his old nurse, and declares chat he cannot understand her, 'as 
she spoke in her native language'. Lacer, Lady Geraldine comments caustical
ly on che failure of the English traveller, Lord Craiglechorpe, co understand his 
Irish interlocutors, since 'he can't understand their modes of expression, nor 
they his'.i• lr is true char Lady Geraldine seems co be referring to the diver
gent use of English by the Irish rather than to the Irish language per se, but 
the remark is suggestive nonetheless. 

The effect of all these occlusions and transformations in 'l'he Absellter is to 
downplay the difference between Ireland and England by more or less com
pletely effacing chc differences of language and religion between landowners 
and tenants. In che process, the Catholic, Irish-speaking identity of Lord 
Clonbrony's tenants and of the majority of the inhabitants of Ireland simply 
disappears. Moreover, the narrative's endorsement of Sir James Brooke's posi
tive vision of Ireland and Dublin after the Act of Union rewri.tes some very 
recent history through decidedly rose-coloured glasses. 

NARRATIVE REPRESEN'Ji'\TIONS OF IRELAND: 

CONTRADICTORY DISCOllRSES 

If some aspects of Irish history arc largely ignored or rewritten in 1'h1· !lbsmtt'r, 
there is also a conflict between che demands of the allegorical structure and 
those of the anthropological or ethnographic pose of observation and docu
men ration that is used in the sections of the work set in I re land. In subjecting 
past and present misrepresentations and stereotypes of Ireland and its inhab
itants to critical scrutiny, Edgeworrh both challenges them and, paradoxically, 
reinscribes them. 

The Irish sections cake the form of a travelogue, as Lord Colambre arrives 
in Dublin and then visits the estates or the houses of the Raffartys, the 
Killpatricks, Count O'Halloran, and the Oranmores, before finally arriving in 
his father's domains. The use of the travelogue allows Edgeworth to correct 
the misrepresentations of Ireland through the process of education which the 
hero undergoes. Colambre must learn not to over-generalise, and ro distin
guish between the halanced and fair representations of Ireland of Sir James 
Brooke and the biased, malicious, and reductive misrepresentations of Lady 
Dash fort. 

Colambre's journey through Ireland offers him a chance to learn and 
Edgeworth a chance ro instruct not only her hero, but also her ( English) read
ers in how to judge both the Irish and the English correctly. Colambre, like 
Glen thorn in f,:,11111i, represents the errors of vision and the belief in misrepre
sentations that must be corrected. However, despite the explicit critique of 
misrepresentations in the text, the narrative itself can be seen at times to draw 
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on and reinforce pejorative stereotypes of the Irish of the sort that Edward 
Said describes as typical of orientalist representations of the colonised Other. 

These pejorative stereotypes emerge in the narrative's engagement wich 
the issue of the representation of Ireland and the Irish throu1;h its self-con
scious negotiation nor only with negative stereotypes of Ireland and the Irish, 
but also wirh previous textual representations of them. Edgeworth's text shows 
chat aspect of orientalist discourse which Said calls 'the texwal attitude'. Said 
defines this as the preference for 'the schematic authority of a text to rhe dis
orientation of direct encounters with the human', especially when such direct 
encounters contradict the message which the writer wishes to communicate.!! 
The AbsmM' may be said co show Edgeworth 's endorsement of the textual atti
tude despite herself. The book criticises previous represenrncions of Ireland 
and the Irish; yet, even as it does so, it reinscribes chem, while some negative 
stereotypes of both the Irish and the Jews are used in an apparently uncritical 
way. The narrative discourse is both ambivalent and unstable, both a reflection 
and a symptom of the anomalies of Edgeworth's position as a member of the 
Protestant Ascendancy writing about Ireland for an English audience. 

Two notable examples of the narrative's engagement with the issues of the 
textual representation of Ireland are the discussion between Sir James Brooke 
and Lore.I Colambrc when rhe latter first arrives in Dublin and the indirect ref
erence to Spenser's description of the Irish as 'barbarous Scychians'.!' Both arc 
examples of the way Edgeworth incorporates previous representations of 
Ireland in her cexc and reinterprets chem as she does so. 

The first of these occurs at the beginning of the section of the narrative set 
in Ireland. Shortly after arriving in Dublin, Colambre meets Sir James Brooke, 
who is to become one of his two crusted guides co the city and the country. 
When they meet, Sir James, by a happy coincidence, is reading A11 lntnnptnl 
l.1•ttrr from C:lti11a, an allusion to the anonymous pamphlet attributed to John 
Wilson Croker. Edgeworrh's narrator transforms the account of Dublin in the 
pamphlet from a satirical critique of the post-Union city to a pleasing descrip
tion 'in a slight, playful, and ironical style', thus rewriting the original text.1' 

As Lord Colambre and Sir James enter into discussion, Sir James speaks 
explicitly of 'different representations and misrepresentations of Ireland', and 
goes on to '!touch] on all ancient and modern authors on this subject, from 
Spenser and Davies to Young and Beaufort' (p. 81). Sir James also points out 
the dangers of generalising from particular experiences, both to Colambre and 
the reader. Sir James, says the narrator, saves 'our young observer . . .  from the 
common error of travellers - the deducing general conclusions from a few par
ticular cases, or arguing from exceptions, as if they were rules' (pp. 8 1 - 2). 
Later, showing chat he has indeed learned the lesson well, Colambre corrects 
himself when he is tempted to generalise by taking the disastrous state of 
affairs on his father's estates, which are managed by Nicholas Garraghty, for 
the image of Ireland as a whole. 'Let me not', he says, 'even to my own mind, 
commit the injustice of caking a speck for the whole' (p. 162). 
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Thus Edgeworth has Colambre reject the over-generalising perspective:: char 
has been identified as one of rhe typical rexwal strategies of urientalist dis
course.!' Nonetheless, her use of the travelogue ne::cessarily c.:remes Colambrc 
as the authoritative observer, who, like the orientalist, is superior to the people 
and places he sees. As Deane says, travel literature in the eighteenth century 
was 'a mode of political critique', which often viewed the fon.:ign ekments it 
described from the normalising and authoritative perspective of the home cul
ture.!'• Jn the Irish sections of The Abstmtec, as in the rest of the narrative, the nar
rative perspective is identified with a version of the English point of view. This 
means that rhe Irish characters and their language are seen as deviations from 
a norm which have co be explained before they can be understood.n 

The second, and more interesting, example of Edgeworch's negoriarion with 
previous rexcual representations of Ireland relates to Spenser' .s ;/ Vi1w of rhe 
Pn1.w'11t S111te of Ire/all(/ and specifically to i rs image of the Irish as 'Scyrhians'. In 
The Absmtee, the phrase, 'barbarous Scyrhian', is used by Lord Colambrc on the 
occasion of the visit he makes with Lady Dashforc and the English officers to 
Count O'Ha!loran. The purpose of the visit reveals Edgeworth 's tendentious 
rewriting of Irish history. For Lady Dashforc's visit to Count 0'1- lnlloran is made 
in order to ask him if the English officers may hunt and fish on h.is lands during 
their stay in Ireland. If Count O'I Ialloran is taken to b<:: a representative of 
those Gaelic-speaking gentry still in possession of their estates/" then the per
mission that he graciously grants the visiting English officers to use his land 
may he taken as a reversal of the past and contemporary colonial occupation of 
Ireland by British troops. Similarly, rhc significance of the comparison of the 
Irish ro the 'barbarous Scythians' is also reversed. 

In his Vil'W of tht: Presmt St11r1: 1Jj lrd1111tl, Spenser's I renius rakes the Scythians 
as rhe most important analogy to the situation of the inhabitants of Ireland 
before the arrival of the English. For Spenser and many of his contemporaries, 
the Scyrhians, like the Irish, were barbarians.!'• In the scene with Count 
O'Halloran in The J/bsentee, the Count is in the process of apologising to hi:. vis
itors for the misbehaviour of the members of his menagerie. He explains: '"a 
mouse, a bird, and a fish, are, you know, tribute from earth, air, and water, to a 
conqueror-'", only for Lord Colambre co respond, "'But from no barbarous 
Scythian!"'(p. 116). Although McCormack and Walker argue that the scene is 
designed not co deny chat the Count is a barbarian bur 'to elevate that cultur
al identification into a higher value' via the allusion to Herodotus/" the 
exchange surely does both. It challenges the view that the Gaelic gentry are 
barbarians, since the Count and Lord Colambre arc the only people pn�senr in 
rhis scene who have read I lerodotus' Histor:v and who can thus recognise the 
classical reference. However, the allusion can be taken ro refer to Spenser as 
well, in which case the denial of Scythian barbarity both recalls and reverses 
Spenser's use of rhe same race in his work. H1r from being a barbarian, Count 
()'Halloran, like Lord Colambre, is a nobleman and an Enlightenment gentle
man, with the classical education that that description implies. 
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His aristocratic position (and Edgeworth's classbounJ view of present and 
µast Irish history) is revealed in the narrative comment that follows 
Colambre's remark. The Count recognises Colambre as 'a person worthy his 
attention', that is, another educated nobleman, but then turns his attention to 
his other guests. The narrator says: 'his first care was ro keep the peace 
between his loving subjects and his foreign visitors. It was difficult to dislodge 
the old sctrlers, to make room for the new comers; but he adjusted these 
things with admirable facility; and, with a master's hand and master's eye, 
compelled each favourite ro retreat into the back settlements' (p. 116). 
Edgeworth offers an image of the accommodation of 'old settlers' and 'new 
comers' through the 'master's hand and master's eye' which reveals her desire 
to rewrite past history as well as predict a unified future. The political vocab
ulary is surely not fortuitous: as McCormack says, it forces us 'to consider who 
now are subjects and who are foreign visitors':" What it also reveals, though, is 
Edgeworth 's class-consciousness: peace is secured through the action of the 
master. In this respect the scene anticipates the ending of the work where the 
return of the Clonbronys is offered as a proleptic image of reform in the man
agement of their estates and the future prosperity of their tenants. 

TRANSCENDING OR REINSCRIBING STEREOTYPES: QUESTIONS OF 
RACE, CLASS, AND LANGUAGE 

If lilt' Absmtc1: negotiates earlier textual representations of Irdand and the Irish 
somewhat ambiguously through allusions to them, it also does so through its 
ambivalent attitude ro stereotypes. The narrator explicitly calls Lady 
Dashforr's stereotyped and reductive views of the Irish exercises in 'the arts of 
misrepresentation' (p. 107). However, the narrative not only appears ro 
endorse them at certain moments, but also uses other stock images of 
Irishmen as one of its own techniques of characterisation. 

Lady Dashfort's representations of the Irish are discredited firstly because 
they are malicious and reductive, and secondly because she has an ulterior 
motive: she wishes to make Colambre disgusted with Ireland so that he will 
marry her daughter, Isabel. Here the demands of the allegorical structure of 
the novel coincide with the ethnographic observations of the travelogue genre, 
and both coalesce around the question of whom Lord Colambre is ro marry. 
Lady Dashfort makes sure that Colambre will meet two types of Irish individ
ual who will impress him mosc unfavourably. These are the 'squin:ens, or little 
squires' (p. 107, emphasis in the original), and the peasants who cringe and 
fawn on the gentry. The narrator describes the squircens as 

persons who, with good long leases or valuable farms, possess incomes 
from three co eight hundred a year, who keep a pack of hounds; t(lh r111/ 
a commission of the peace, sometimes before they can spell (as her lady-
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ship said), and almosc always before they know any thing of law or jus
tice. Busy and loud about small matters;jobbn:r ut ttssizrs; combining with 
one another, and trying upon every occasion, public or private, to push 
themselves forward, to the annoyance of their superiors, and the terror 
of those below them. 

They are also described as showing 'the most self-sufficient ignorance, and the 
most illiberal spirit' (p. 107, emphasis in the original). The cringing and servile 
peasants, for their part, are said by the narrator to show 'their habits of self
contradiction, their servility and flattery one moment, and thei.r litigious and 
encroaching spirit the next' (p. 109). 

Edgeworth is at pains to distinguish between Lady Dashforr's misrepre
sentations of the sq11iree11s and the peasantry and the narrative view of them, 
yet the distinction is not always as clear as it might be. Various words in the 
description of the squirems are italicised to show that they are the language of 
the squireens themselves or of Lady Dashfort mimicking chem, and one pejora
tive comment about the squirrens' ignorance and pretentiousness is explicitly 
attributed to Lady Dashfort. However, it is the narrator, not the .character, who 
describes the squireens taking out commissions of the peace 'almost always 
before they know any thing of law or justice' (p. 107), and who says that the 
peasants described above belong to 'the old uneducated race, whom no one 
can help, because they will never help themselves' (p. 109). Moreover, the 
ensuing description, not all of which I have quoted here, is arguably also in the 
narrative voice. Lady Dashfort mimics the Irish brogue, and the narrator mim
ics Lady Dashfort mimicking it. Mimicry is a nocoriously ambivalent strategy. 
As 1-Iomi Bhabha has shown, when used by the colonised, it can be subversive, 
yet, when used by the coloniser, it can also be a containing gesture and/or a 
mechanism of self -defence:'! The narrator and Edgeworth herself disapprove 
strongly of the self-seeking and unscrupulous English aristocrat, and of her 
mimicry as mockery. Yet they are also extremely uneasy with rhe two groups of 
people who are being represented here. They are uneasy with the squi1'1'ens who 
might be seen as part of a growing middle class and who seem t0 be encroach
ing on the territorial, legal, and political monopoly of the Anglo-lrish landown
ers, 'the society of gentry' (p. 107), as the narrator calls it here. But they are 
also very uneasy with those whom the narrator calls 'the lower class of the Irish 
people' (p. 109), whose verbal strategies, as 'ferry Eaglecon says, can be seen 
as 'at once an effect of colonialism and a form of resistance to it'. 1

·
1 

In relation to the question of mimicry, it might be said that Edgeworch's 
narrator shows an ambivalent attitude towards both Lady Dashfort anti the 
sq11irems and the fawning tenants. Lady Dashfort is unambiguously presented 
elsewhere in the novel as unscrupulous and amoral, ready to exploit the good
natured if unsophisticated hospitalicy of the Killpatricks and of Lady 
Clonbrony, and equally ready to indulge in hypocritical character-assassination 
at their expense. She also claims to be "mistress of fourteen different 
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brogues", and to have "brogues for all occasions", and her representations - or 
misrepresentations - of the Irish are described by the narrator as a 'mixture of 
mimicry, sarcasm, exaggeration, and truth' (p. 105). Edgeworth's narrator 
shows Lady Dashforc's aims in using her ability as a mimic co be morally unac
ceptable, yet the mimicry itself is ambivalently presented. Edgeworth herself 
is known co have appreciated good mimicry, and had experimented very effec
tively with it as a narrative technique in her use of the voice of Thady Quirk 
as the narrator of Castle Rttl'krent: ... Thady's rhetoric, and that of the peasants 
whom Lady Dash fort and the narrator both deride in The Absentef', are indicative 
of both Edgeworth's relatively sophisticated awareness of the strategic duplic
ities of the discourse of colonised or subaltern peoples, and her discomfort 
with chem. She never repeated the experiment she made in Castle Rackrent 
with using this type of discourse as the narrative voice, while her ambivalence 
cowartls mimicry can be seen in rhc discursive insrabilirie::s of 1'/ut Ab.1·,,1111:I' and 
some of her other novels:15 

Thus, even as the text identifies one type of misrepresentation, it seems 
to create another, motivated by Edgeworth's class and linguistic prejudices. 
Salvation lies in those members of the gentry who show moral rectitude and 
who, not at all coincidentally, speak correct English. While non-standard 
En�lish speakers like Larry Brady and Brian O'Neill are given a more positive 
role at various other poinrn in the work;'" the speech of the squirem.1· and the 
cringing peasants is both designated as dialect and shown to be morally repre
hensible. It might be argued that if speakers of non-standard English accept 
the authority of the good (reforming) landlord, they are seen in their turn as 
morally acceptable, but if they show themselves co be prepared co challenge or 
exploit the system, they are not. Class and linguistic prejudices reinforce each 
other and make Edgeworth's critique of misrepresentations of lrishness a very 
equivocal exercise. 

In a similar way, The Absentee also draws on stereotypes of both Irishmen and 
Jews as one of its techniques of characterisation. For example, Sir Terence 
O'Fay is a version of the stage Irishman, and Larry Brady is a version of the 
comic postilion. We meet Sir Terence very early in the work when Colambre 
goes co see the coachmakcr, Mordicai. Mordicai himself, as Moynahan has 
noted, is presented in the terms of 'an ignorant anti-Semitic stereotype',·11 

while both Sir Terence O'Fay and the workman, Paddy Brady, are presented as 
versions of the comic stage Irishman. The whole scene is framed first by the 
point of view of Lord Colambre, and second by that of the narrator, both of 
whom speak Standard English, and both of whom judge speakers of non-stan
dard English to be either morally inferior or, at the very least, morally irre
sponsible:'" 

In the scene at Mordicai's, Sir Terence is described as speaking with 'a 
strong Irish accent' and as 'telling a good story, which made one of the work
men in the yard - an Irishman - grin with delight' (pp. 8-9). When Sir Terence 
leaves, the Irish workman, Paddy Brady, challenged to tell his employer some-
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thing he does not know about Sir Terence, does so. He 'recounted some of sir 
'lerence O'Fay's exploits in evading duns, replevying cattle, fighring sheriffs, 
bribing subs, managing cants, [and] tricking mstrHfn,s'. He docs this, says the 
narraror, 'in language so strange, and with a c:ouncenanc:e and l!;t:Stures so full 
of enjoyment of the jest, that, whilst Mon.licai stood for a moment aghast with 
asronishmcnt, lord Colambrc could not hdp laughing, partly ar, and parcly 
with, his countryman' (p. 9, emphasis in the original). 

Once again, the language and the narrative perspective on it are well worth 
analysis. Paddy Brady uses a variety of legal terms which would in all probabil
ity have been unintelligible to Edgeworth's English reatkrs, and which were 
explained by footnotes co the original text. The use of legal terminology is one 
of the distinctive uses of English by the Irish that the Edgeworrhs point out 
in their J,:ssay Oll Irish Hulls. The fact that Edgeworth uses it in this work as a 
distinguishing feature of Paddy's language here and of Sir 1erence's in a later 
scene shows her recourse to a familiar Irish stereotype. Once a�ain, italics are 
used in the text to stress deviant usage·1'1 which distances the speaker's idiolect 
from Standard English. Paddy Brady is not necessarily negatively judged in 
moral terms: he is a member of the labouring class and perhaps cannot be 
expected to know better, which is itself, of course, a highly patronising point 
of view. On the other hand, Sir Terence certainly is expected to know be::tter, 
since he is a friend of Lord Clonbrony and a member of the gen try, although a 
disreputable one. This is made clear later in the novel when he himself tells 
tales of helping aristocratic friends to evade their creditors. Grace Nugent, 
who is, along with Colambre, one of the embodiments of moral rectitude in 
the work, asks "'Surely this would be . . .  swindling"' Sir 'Jerencc assures her, 
however, that, "'amongst gentlt:men who know the world - it's only jockeying 
- fine sport - and very honourable to help a friend at a de::ad lift'" (p. 65). Lord 
Colambre is silent until the end of the conversation, when he argues that 
"'family honour'" is much more important than "'the family plate"' (p. 67), a 
view which the work as a whole endorses. 

In the scene at Mordicai's, as elsewhere, Edgeworth 's narrator adds con
siderations of c:lass and language to those of race. As elsewhere in the text, the 
perspective is that of the educated ruling class, whether English or Irish, here 
embodied in Lord Colambre, who laughs 'partly at, and partly with, his coun
tryman'. Lord Colambre is explicitly idc::ntificd as Paddy's (and Sir Terence's) 
countryman, but his English is carefully differentiated from theirs: he has no 
Irish brogue, uses no legal jargon, slang, or 'Hiberno-lrish' exprt:ssions, and is 
a model of both Standard English and moral decorum. Moreover, when 
Colambre sees Sir ')hence greet the coachmaker 'with a degree of familiarity 
which, from a gentleman, appeared . . .  to be almost impossible' (p. 8), he is 
outraged and so, clearly, is the narrator. Mordicai is not a gentleman; for Sir 
'lerence to greet him familiarly shows that hc is not a gentleman either. Here 
class and racial stereotypes reinforc:c each other, although class concerns take 
precedence over racial ones. This is also true elsewhere in the novel. For exam-
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pie, when Mordicai comes ro try co arrest the dying Sir John Berryl for debt, 
Colamhre reveals that the attempted arrest is illegal, and orders Mordicai out 
of the house, holding the door open for him. 'Seeing I Lord Colamhre's I indig
nant look and proud for[ml', Mordicai hesitates to g'o·.through, 'for he had 
always heard that Irishmen arc "quick in the executive pare of justice"'. 'lo this 
hesitation, Colambre responds, "'Pass on, sir", with an air of ineffable con
tempt: "I am a gentl<.:man - you have nothing to fear!"'(p. 53). 

Here class again rakes precedence over race, as it does in a slightly differ
ent way in the opening scene of the work. Lady Langdale pronounces 
Colambre to be "'a very gentlemanlike looking young man, indeed"', causing 
the Duchess of lbrcaster to declare that he is "'Not an Irishman, I am sure, by 
his manner'" (p . .  1). In both these cases, Edgeworth is defonding the upper
class Irishman from the presumption that he cannot be a gentleman, rather 
than countering stereotypes related co the nation as a whole. 

Indeed, the entire narrative is characterised by the extreme class-con
sciousness of the; characters and the narrator. Recognising a gentleman is a con
stant theme. In addition to the opening scene, there is the first significant dis
cussion between Colambre and his father, which sets out the moral parametcrs 
clearly enough. When Colambre is telling his father of his meeting with Sir 
'lerence, he expresses his regret that "'he does not look and speak a little more 
like a gentleman"'. Lord Clonbrony defends Sir 1erencc, retorting that 'he is 
as much a gentleman as any of your formal prigs - not the exact Cambridge cut, 
may be', and continuing, "'Curse your English education! 'twas none of my 
advice - I suppose you mean to cake after your mother in the notion, that noth
ing can be good or genteel but what's English."' This, however, Colambrc 
denies, describing himself as 'as warm a friend co Ireland as your heart could 
wish', and as someone who hopes that his English education will enable him 
to become "'all that a British nobleman ought to be"'. At this point Lord 
Clonbrony concludes, "'You have an Irish heart, that I see, which no education 
can spoil"' (pp. 2 1 - 2). 

While Lord Clonbrony chinks in essentialist racial terms, Lord Colambre's 
(and Etlgcworth's) alternative is chat of the "'British noblc!man'" an entirely 
imaginary cosmopolitan educated ideal. Colambre's shift from "gentleman" to 
'nobleman' is also interesting: he expects an associate of his father's to behave 
and speak like a gentleman, but for himself he chooses the, apparently, higher 
term of the nobleman to articulate his sense of his aspirations and responsibili
ties. The narrator endorses Colambre's view of the issue by saying that, since 
leaving Ireland, Lord Clonbrony has become 'less of a gentleman', µreciscly 
because of his association with those who, like Sir 'lc:rence O'H1y, arc his morn! 
inferiors."' But it is not only the members of the upper class in the novel who arc 
concerned with gentility. Larry Brady, Paddy's brother, who is Lord Colambrc;'s 
drivt:r in I rdand, sees through his disguist: and 'Notwithstanding th<.: shabby 
gr<.:at coat . . .  perceived, by our hero's language, that he was a gentleman', even 
in the persona of Mr Evans (µ. 139). Later in the same scene, the narraror is 
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careful to discredit the 'gauger' or exciseman hy identifying him as 'a half kind 
of gentleman' (p. 144). 

Edgeworth\ narrator shows Mordicai's and the Ducht:ss':i stt:reotypt:d 
views of the Irish to he discorct:d and prt:judiced, bur the narrative's perspec
tive on these stereotype::s is both unstable and influenced by Edgeworth 's class 
allegiances. Racial stereotypes are challenged, hut also at times n.:inscribt:d, as 
with Paddy and Larry Brady and Sir 'Ierence O'Fay, or used uncritically, as with 
Mordicai, while sometimes Edgeworth's main concern seems to he ro offer a 
positive image of the Irish gentry. 

TI IE PROBLEM OF TI-Jlo: ENDING: ALLEGORY TRIUMl'I IANT 

As several critics have noted, Thr J/bsentee, like Edgeworrh's other Irish works, 
links private relationships to political issues, mainly through the question of 
marriage:' As McCormack says, marriage is a trope or 'conceit' which is 
'employed of Anglo-Irish relations' from Swift to Heaney:! Here, as in F.111111i, 
the marriage of the hero is bound up with the image and fate of Ireland. The 
allegorical dimension of the novel works chiefly through several possible mar
riages, the most important of which is the projected union of Lord Colambre 
and Grace Nugent. 

The anticipated marriage of Grace and Colambre is offered as an essential 
part of the idealised 'imagined community' created at the end of The 1/bsmtee. 
Lord Colambre, as Lubbers has said, 'prodigiously embodies the best traits of 
the Irish and the English character'.4·

1 He was born in Ireland but has been edu
cated in England, and specifically, in the narrator's words, at 'one of our great 
public schools' (p. 6). Edgeworth says 'our', thereby explicitly i<lentifying the 
narrative perspective with that of the English ruling class. Colambre attempts 
to be, as he himself says, 'all that a British nobleman ought co be' (p. 2 1  ). A":; 
the novel progresses it becomes clear that part of the meaning of Edgeworth's 
idealised concept of the British nobleman is a sense of responsibility for those 
social inferiors living on his estates.4

� Becoming conscious of this, Colambre 
travels to Ireland and rediscovers the land of his birth and its people, becoming 
convinced that he must persuade his parents co return co their estates and 
become caring and reforming landlords. Colambre, then, represents an ide
alised version of the landowner belonging co the Protestant Ascendancy, who 
comes co realise the potential for change and improvement both of his own 
estates and their tenants. Grace Nugent, conversely, is 'encoded in a network 
of Catholic and Jacobite traces yet also liberated from hints and rumours of sub
versive attachments', as McCormack says." That is, her name identifies her not 
only with a Catholic heritage, but also with an explicitly rebell�ous one,"' and 
with Gaelic popular culture. Despite this, however, when the truth about 
Grace's parentage is revealed, she is shown co be half-English. 

The significance of the projected marriage of Colambre and Gract::, then, 
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lies in the fact that they will unify the discrepant religious traditions of the 
Irish heritage, and provide yet another link bt:tween England and Ireland. 
McCormack notes that Grace is both a Nugent and a St Omar, which 'marks 
her as a symbol of Catholic resisrnnce', while Colamhre 'hears a "union title", 
a product of the corrupt and exclusively Protestant Irish parliament':1 Their 
marriage, therefore, suggests both religious and political reconciliation. 
1 lowever, neither of these meanings is expressed directly: the issue of religion, 
as already noted, is never directly approached in the mmative.,. I r is easy to 

overlook the fact that Grace's father was English, given the wealth of allusions 
in the narrative which attach Grace herself to Ireland, as notcd by 
McC:ormack.4'' 

Linked to this projected marriage is the return of the Clonbrony family to 
their Irish estates, which is seen at the end of the narrative through Larry 
Brady's eyes and described in his words. The ending is controversial, as is the 
fact that it is Larry Brady rather than the third-person narrator who narrates 
the Clonbronys' return. Many critics have found the ending unconvincing, 
from Thomas Davis in 1843 to Seamus Deane in 1997 and Julia Anne Miller 
in 2000. Deane quotes approvingly Davis's comments chat the ending is 'pious 
Feudalism', since to imagine the landlord's return and reform is 'flat non
sense'. Similarly, Miller notes that despite Colambre's dc.:liberate 'mocking of 
the apparatus<::s of state power' in his treatment of Larry Brndy's father, 'such 
machinery is just below the surface of the newly constituted family relations'.;" 
McCormack and Hollingworth see the ending in a more nuanced fashion. 
McCormack argues that the end of the novel 'seeks co suggest a transcending 
of differences political, aesthetic, and ontological', although he also notes that 
'Colambre personally, and residential landlordism generally, wil I prove wholly 
inadequate symbols of a restored world'. Hollingworth sees the ending and 
Larry's narration of it even more positively as 'an effective and impressive mar
riage of the vernacular medium with rhe apological messagc'.'1 

Clearly Larry's narration of the Clonbronys' return to Ireland offers a more 
positive image of the tenants and their language than Chriscy's letter does at 
the end of E1111ui. '! Yet it is hard to see it as modifying the endorsement of what 
Bueler calls 'aristocratic cultural hegemony and metropolitan centrism' 
through the use of Standard English elsewhere in the narrative.'·1 Edgeworth 
needs to make the return of the Clonbronys as acceptable as possible, and co 
this end the tenancry must be seen to be fully co-operative in the optimistic 
vision of the positive effects of their return. It is true that the ending is ren
dered slightly less improbable by Lord Colambre's actions on his visit to the 
estates earlier in the novel, and by the fact that various Irish characters blame 
the Garraghty brothers far more than they do the landlord himself. However, 
Lord Clonbrony docs not entirely escape censure. The landlord of the inn at 
Colambre compares the abscntce landlord co 'a West India planter' and the 
inhabitants to 'negroes' (p. 130). The comparison is given added point by the 
fact that, as McCormack notes, 'both Ireland and Jamaica w<::re important the-
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acres of conflict in which Britain faced revolutionary violence.' in the early 
nineteenth century:1' However, Larry's judgement is that 'Lord Clonbrony 
himself is a very good jantleman, if he was not an absentc<.;, resident in 
London, leaving us and every thing to the likes of them', that is, the 
Garraghtys (p. 141 ), and this is supported by other voices in the novel. 

Ultimately, if the ending foils to convince.:, it is hc.:causc.: it �hows the novel 
co be, in Seamus Deane's words, 'an early form of imperial romance', that is, 
'not an analysis but a symptom of the colonial problem the country represent
ed'." Edgeworth tries to occupy che middle ground of rationalism, but, in 
effect, she looks at Ireland from a perspective which is implicated in what it 
observes boch in terms of class and geography. By creating in Lord Colambre 
an image of "'all chat a British nobleman ought co be"' (p. 2 I ) ,  Edgeworth iden
tifies her narrative with a set of class interests masquerading as an external 
perspective. As 'Ierry Eagleton says, 'this episcemological outside is also a site 
of power, and thus at the very heart of what it dispassionately inspects'."· 
Despite its overt project of reform and reconciliation, the narraciv,:: as a whole 
shows that the problems in Ireland cannot be satisfactorily encompassed by 
the imagined community of the novel's ending. This is because the ending 
reinstates the land-owning class and the system which are two of the major 
causes of the problem, while still largely ignoring or evading the differences of 

class, language, and religion which the narrative has nonetheless partially 

revealed, seemingly despite itself. 
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